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ABSTRACT:

A collisionless two-fluid theory based on a fourteen-moment generalization

of the 'double-adiabatic' equations is developed to lowest order in the Larmor

radius parameter, and applied to derive the toroidal fy stability boundary for

all values of the ratio of the density gradient scale length divided by the

field curvature length. The present model is an improvement over existing

collisional two-fluid models in view of the collisionless nature of the fy

instability, while retaining the advantage over kinetic theory of the

practability of mode-coupling simulations. The linear stability boundary,

linear growth rate and real frequency agree fairly accurately with drift-kinetic

theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

It was recognized early that ion waves may be rendered unstable through

cross-field convection of temperature by oblique propagation in the presence of

an ion temperature gradient (Rudakov & Sagdeev 1961). Quasi-linear estimates of

the thermal diffusivity associated with the unstable ion wave underscored its

potential importance for heat balance (Coppi, Rosenbluth & Sagdeev 1967). More

recently, it was discovered (Coppi & Pegoraro 1977; Horton, Choi & Tang 1981)

that in the mechanism for instability of this 'Y\i' mode, parallel ion velocity

flux in the ion continuity equation (coupled to parallel ion force balance) may

be replaced, as a driving force, by the diamagnetic flux disturbance driven by

magnetic field curvature (and VB) , leading to a ballooning- or interchange-type

X)i instability. While in reversed field pinches both branches are strongly

driven in view of the strong curvature and shear, in tokamak plasmas the

curvature-driven or 'toroidal' X)^ branch typically has the higher growth rate.

It is the subject of this paper.

Based on mixing-length estimates for the associated thermal ion

diffusivity, tokamak transport code simulations (Dominguez & Waltz 1987) suggest

that the toroidal h.̂  n'/f» may be responsible for the saturation of the energy

confinement time ob < r id at high densities in tokamaks (Ejima e_t al 1982;

Wagner et al 1985). Je kinetic-theoretical calculations, being cumbersome

for the determina» . / of the threshold of instability (Romanelli 1989), are

well-nigh intractable w th regard to mode-coupling simulations, a two-fluid

description seems v ble in view of the reactive nature of the mode in the

unstable regime (Ho <>n, Choi & Tang 1981). Such a type of description was

recently used to xemplify the important, and necessarily joint, role of the

perpendicular compressibility and the drift heat flux as stabilizing effects in

the ion energy balar-.e (Jarmen, Andersson & Weiland 1987), yielding an increased

threshold for rij»dlo Tj/dlogn for large values of the ratio of the density

gradient scale leng ;: divided by the magnetic field curvature length. Thereby,

an apparent inconsistency between the prediction of instability, and consequent

heat loss, for extremely flat density profiles and the observed superior

confinement characteristics of H-mode discharges (e.g., Wagner, Becker,

Behringer, e_t al 1982) was removed. The resulting stability criterion was used

to show (Rogister e_t ai 1988) that experimental profiles in the TEXTOR tokamak
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may be determined by the dissipative trapped electron and Y\- modes on the basis

of marginal stability (Manheimer & Antonsen 1979); while mode-coupling

simulations based on this model have recently been carried out (Nordman &

Veiland 1989), showing good agreement with quasi-linear theory when combined

with a simple model for mode-coupling saturation.

Although only a collisionless part of the heat flux, i.e., the drift heat

flux, was retained in the linear (Jarmen, Andersson & Veiland 1987) and

nonlinear (Nordman & Veiland 1989) analysis, the two-fluid description employed

thus far is based on the assumption (Braginskii 1965) that the ion-ion collision

rate is much higher than the relevant time scale of the instability (we will

refer to this model as the collisional model, in the absence of any isotropizing

mechanism, -effective in maintaining isotropy on the time scale of the

instability, other than collisions). This, however, is typically the case in

neither tokamak nor reversed-field pinch plasmas, because diamagnetic drift

frequencies are typical of both growth rates and real frequencies. Therefore,

collisions can not be expected to maintain the assumed pressure isotropy during

the development of the instability. Instead, due to the flute-type nature of

the toroidal fy mode Cerenkov resonances may be neglected over a large part of

the spectrum (v^ j««/k||) so that particles are localized parallel to the

magnetic field, whereas perpendicular to it the magnetic field takes over the

role of collisions in deflecting the ion orbits and thereby limiting the

perpendicular viscosity (k|p|«l). In its simplest form the collisionless

Boltzmann equation then leads to the 'double-adiabatic' equations (Chew,

Goldberger & Low 1956) consisting of separate equations for the perpendicular

and parallel pressures with adiabaticity constants corresponding to two

dimensions (F=2) and one dimension (T=l), respectively. Double-adiaba*ic theory

is inadequate for the description of the toroidal r^ instability, however,

because (1) the relevant physics resides rather high up in the hierarchy of

velocity moments as exemplified by the crucial role of the drift heat flux in

the collisional two-fluid model (Jarmen, Andersson & Veiland 1987), and (2) the

mode is driven by curvature which links the otherwise separate parallel and

perpendicular dimensions. It is the purpose of this paper to present a

generalization of the 'double-adiabatic' theory adequate to describe the

toroidal fy mode. In section 2 the energy balance and lower moments are

reviewed under the negxect of parallel ion motion (Csoun(j«w/k||), which is
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adhered to in the entire treatment. Furthermore, although the inclusion of

trapped electrons (Weiland, Jarmen & Nordman 1989) and/or parallel electron

viscosity would significantly modify the electron physics, 'Boltzmann' electrons

are assumed, as implied by the simplified parallel electron force balance

0 = -VPg - q n E|| in the presence of inifinite parallel electron thermal

conductivity , i.e., $>n& = q ne <fr/Te, where <fr is the perturbed electrostatic

potential and q is the magnitude of the electron's elementary charge. Affecting

perpendicular and parallel pressure balance are the fluxes of heat perpendicular

to the magnetic field that are associated with the perpendicular and parallel

part of the random kinetic energy, respectively. As shown in section 3, their

time rates of change depend, to lowest significant order in the finite ion

Larmor radius parameter, on only two fourth-order velocity-moment dyadics.

Truncation of the hierarchy of velocity moments is achieved by approximating

these dyadics by their reducible part (that part that can be written in terms of

lower-order velocity moments). This truncation is exact in the absence of the

magnetic field curvature and VB resonances, as shown in Appendix B, but in

general it is ad hoc. However, it is then shown that this approximation leads

to expressions for the relevant heat fluxes that are physically interpretable as

ingredients of what is in the isotropic case the drift heat flux, however here

corrected for curvature and anisotropy. With reference to the connection

between a nonlocal analysis and a local one carried out at the optimal poloidai

angle (Jarmen, Andersson & Weiland 1987), in section 4 a local stability

analysis is carried out on the basis of the truncated set of fourteen velocity

moment equations (ion continuity, force balance (3), pressure balance (6), and

two heat balance equations perpendicular to the field, each of dimension two

(4)). For simplicity, the field curvature and VB drift frequencies are equated;

this is exact for zero-beta tokamaks, approximate for reversed-field pinches.

The growth rate then turns out to be close to the growth rate found in the case

when the collisionless heat flow is kept in an otherwise collisional, in

particular isotropic two-fluid description (Jarmen, Andersson & Weiland 1987).

The real frequency is in better agraement with the kinetic-theoretical result.

The marginal stability curve found here is in better agreement with kinetic

theory than the one found in the collisional model for moderate values of en,

while being only slightly worse than it for very high en> In particular,

despite the lack of a priori validity in the truncation procedure for arbitrary

c , the noted increase in the stability threshold is well reproduced. In
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summary, comparison between the linear kinetic theory and the present linear

generalized 'double-adiabatic' theory bodes well for the application of the

present theory to a mode-coupling analysis of tlj transport. While the

importance of resonance effects may be doubted for what is basically a reactive

instability, the potential importance of anisotropies in the pressure can not be

discarded a priori during what are clearly collisionless time scales relevant to

the development of the instability. Therefore, the present work has

successfully traded the strong assumption of pressure isotropy for the weaker

assumption of the minor importance of resonance effects, at no overall cost to

the linear predictions. On the basis of a nonlinear generalization of the

present theory, a mode-coupling analysis can be carried out in order to

determine the effects of pressure anisotropies on the n^-induced transport in

both tokamaks and reversed-field pinches. Although corrections of the order of

k|p2 due to polarization and gyro-viscous drifts have been discarded in the

present analysis, their systematic incorporation into the mode-coupling analysis

will have to be a necessary step towards the quantification of the transport, in

view of the more sensitive dependence of convective transport on finite Larmor

radius effects, through the effects of modifying the real frequencies. However,

such incorporation, being nontrivial especially in view of the effects of field

curvature on kj p2 contributions in both the particle and energy balance, as well

as to the reducible parts of the fourth-order velocity moments, is left to a

future publication.

With regard to notation, we strictly adhere to summation convention over

repeated indices and to the use of 3ta3/3t, S^aS/Sx^, and dfa3t + u'9, where u

is the fluid velrcity of the species in question (ions).

2. ENERGY BALANCE AND LOWER MOMENTS

The two-fluid theory of Y\± stability necessarily involves a careful

analysis of the ion energy balance, because thermal convection is an essential

part of the instability mechanism. As was recently shown, the drift heat flux

drastically affects the f|j stability threshold and the ^-induced transport.

Instead of singling out beforehand the drift heat flux, however, we will

consider systematically the third-order velocity moment of the distribution
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function. Because the frequency scale of the n.̂  mode, being of the order of the

ion diamagnetic drift frequency, often exceeds the ion collision frequency, the

description is based on the collisionless Boltzmann (Vlasov) equation.

Therefore, ion collisions are not frequent enough to isotropize the pressure on

the time scale of the instability. Consequently, instead of the isotropic

energy balance governed by an adiabaticity constant T=5/3 inherent in the

application of the Chapman-Enskog (Chapman & Cowling, 1970) and Hermite

expansion methods (Grad 1958) for collisional plasma dynamics borrowed from

gas-kinetic theory, the evolutions of the temperatures perpendicular and

parallel to the magnetic field are distinct. Neglecting the effects of ion

motion parallel to the magnetic field in view of the slowness of the sound speed

in units of the parallel phase velocity (Cs«w/k||), it follows that the

perpendicular and parallel energy balance equations are coupled through the

effects of the magnetic field curvature vector K a b/Vb, as shown in Appendix A

(b is the unit vector along the magnetic field B):

dtPJL + 2 P i V u + V g j 1 * + P|| K'u + 2K-g(H> = 0 , (1 )

and

dtP,| + P||V*u + 27'g
(ll) - 2P|, K'y - 4K*g<U) = 0 . (2)

In Eqs.(l,2), Pj_ and P|| are the pressures perpendicular and parallel to the

magnetic field, respectively; n is the particle number density. The peculiar

velocity components w^ and w)( perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field

contribute separately to the thermal kinetic energy density in the frame moving

with the local fluid velocity, and it turns out that it is necessary to

distinguish the heat fluxes g'-*-) and g' ' corresponding to these contributions

to the total thermal kinetic energy. Observe that the perpendicular and

parallel energy balances would be decoupled, being governed by adiabaticity

constants equal T=2 and T=l, respectively, except for the effects of magnetic

field curvature. Consideration of velocity moments of lower order yields the

ion continuity equation, i.e.,
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dtn + n v"y = 0, (3)

and the ion force balance equation, solved iteratively for small gyroradius and

gyrofrequency in the usual manner for the ion fluid velocity, but modified from

the Chapman-Enskog theory because of the occurrence of anisotropic pressure

disturbances in the presence of curvature:

Tll - Tl
- yE + v#i + — - — yK , (4)

where VE and y*^ are the cross-field and ion diamagnetic drift velocities,

respectively; while

mwc
(5)

Here, w is the (ion) cyclotron frequency, and m is the (ion) mass.

The ion continuity equation, ion force balance, and the ion energy balance

equations are supplemented in the next section by heat flux equations, in which

the fourth-order velocity moment is approximated by its reducible part. This

then closes the description of the ions. Quasi-neutrality (5n^=6ne) and a

parallel electron force balance involving only the electric field and the

electron pressure gradient in the limit of large electron thermal conductivity

parallel to the magnetic field (i.e., 5Tg=0), yielding 'Boltzmann' electrons

(5ne/ne=q$/Tp) , then closes the desciption.
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3. THE ION HEAT FLUX

Consider the velocity moments

g(ll) = \ m J w wfi Dtf dw, (6)

and

= j i J y w| Dt£ dw, (7)

where w • v - u is the peculiar velocity, and where Dff = 0 is the collisionless

Boltzmann equation. Through the convective part of Dt the fourth-order velocity

moments

m w. Wj w| f dw (8)

and

) a m J w. Wj wfl f dw (9)

enter. Defining generally the fourth-order tensor

Q i jkl » n <wivjwkw1>, (10)

where <*> for any ̂ denotes its kinetic average, truncation of the hierarchy of

moment equations is achieved by approximating <w^w^w^w^> by its reducible part,

i.e., that part which can be written in terms of lower-order moments:

<WJWJWI < WI> a < V J W J > <WJ,WI> + <WJWJ-> < W J W I > + <WjWi> <WJWK> . ( 1 1 )
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As shown in Appendix B, to lowest order in the finite Larmor radius parameter,

the influence of the irreducible part of Qjjfci on the heat flow equations for

and g^ ^ is entirely due to the ion megnetic field curvature resonance.

In terms of Qj> ' as defined above, and by making use of the appioximation

v'7(b'y) = v,,(y-K) (12)

allowable within the velocity integrands to leading order in the

finite-ion-Larmor-radius expansion , taking velocity moment / dy vfj y yields

n ukT|() + O j - 2Kj) [ P , ^ + Qjk"> + 2

P,, 3 | <uxB)k] + 2«c (gxb)k (13)

Here the last term on the right is dominant in the FLR expansion, so indeed FLR

effects upon Q<A may be neglected. By taking the cross product with b of

both sides of Eq.(13) in analogy with the iterative solution of the ion force

balance equation, substitution of the lowest-order expression for the pressure

[cf.(A3)] yields the leading order expression

Similarly [Appendix C], taking the velocity moment | dy v2 v yields

dtqk + qk v-u j + 3j Q I R R ; j l c +
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l — 3^ T + -H 34Tkl - wri gxb = 0 , (15)

where Tj^aP^./n, where T is the

total kinetic temperature. In Eq.(15), Qj.= * Qj» ' + Q^i and QTRR-ii denotes

its irreducible part. In Eq.(15), a>cj denotes the ion cyclotron frequency. As

shown in Appendix C, solving for g analogously to q' ' yields

= 2 =-

It is noted that, upon substitution of Eq.(16) into the perpendicular

energy balance [Eq-<1)1 no corrective diamagnetic effects are left in the actual

dynamics, due to the cancellation of the diamagnetic contribution of the first

term on the right of Eq.(15) with the convective diamagnetic effects on the

left, after substitution of the ion continuity equation to eliminate the

compressibility term. This cancellation is analogous to a similar cancellation

in the collisional two-fluid theory: because the adiabaticity constant in the

present collisionless theory equals T=2 for the (relevant) perpendicular energy

balance, the coefficient in front of the drift heat flux term in the leading

order expression for g'-*-' has to equal 2 rather than 5/2 as found in the

collisional two-fluid model for this cancellation to hold, as indeed it is. In

addition, we find extra contributions in both g' ' and g' ' due to magnetic

field curvature. Also note that in the case of isotropic temperatures

(including the fluctuations) T^ = X(( , whence g = (5P/2mwc)bxvT£ in accordance

with the collisional two-fluid theory. As in the energy balance equations (1)

and (2), the perpendicular and parallel degrees of freedom are connected through

the effects of field curvature. Without careful incorporation of this

connection the energetics of the 'toroidal' n^ mode would be governed by an

adiabaticitiy constant F=2, and thereby to a serious underestimate of the

convective driving force in the energy balance.
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4. DISPERSION EQUATION AND MARGINAL STABILITY DIAGRAM

Combination of Eqs-(l-5) and Eqs-(1A-15) yields a closed description for

the stability properties of the toroidal n^ mode. A UKB analysis of this system

leads to the following dispersion equation:

(3+T) uipj] = (nj - 2)

where Wpj is the sum of the field-curvature drift and VB drift frequencies, u^g

is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency, T=Te/Tj, umu +iy is the complex

eigenfrequency of the mode, and *1isLn/Lj.j. For the application to the reversed

field pinch, the difference between the curvature-drift and VB-drift frequency

contributions to corw was ignored (in the tokamak these contributions are equal).

This difference, although small, leads to a cubic dispersion equation which will

be studied elsewhere. The configuration is unstable if rjj exceeds the threshold

where en m - x WQ^/co^g. The stability threshold given here agrees well with

(drift-)k'netic theory, as exemplified by Figure 1 (T=1 was chosen here; the

kinetic calculations are documented elsewhere (Nilsson, Liljestroem, & Ueiland

1989)). The asymptotic (en -> •) slopes of the drift-kinetic, collisionless, and

collisional two-fluid marginal stability curves are 1.43, 1.25, and 1.36,

respectively.

At marginal stability, the real frequency is given by

(18)

The collisional theory, but with only the drift heat flux retained yields in the

same limit (k2p2=0) the expression (18) but with the factor 3 replaced by 10/3
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(Nordman & Ueiland 1989). The ratio of the real frequency divided by the ion

field curvature drift frequency tends to a limit when eR tends to infinity. In

kinetic theory this limit is 1.91 for T=1. The present collisionless theory

approximates this kinetic-theoretical value to within 5% (2.00), whereas the

collisional theory predicts the value 2.17.

In both two-fluid theories the growth rate is given by the expression

(Nordman & Weiland 1989)

>

Differences in the growth rates between the collisionless and collisional

two-fluid theories therefore only appear through the different thresholds

[Figure 1]. The absolute minima 1"|- in X]^ tn are obtained for slightly different

(4%) values en m of cn in the two two-fluid theories, namely: h.c=4/3 for

en m=3/7 in the collisional theory, and n c=A 5/4) =1.12 for e n m=l//(5) in the

collisionless theory (i.e., differing by about 20%). Kinetic theory gives

n,cs0.67, approximated more closely by the collisionless two-fluid theory. The

small differences in the threshold \)^ tn between the two theories translate in

small differences in the growth rates , whereas growth rate comparisons between

the collisional two-fluid theory and kinetic theory have been made elsewhere

(Nilsson, Liljestroem & Weiland 1989; Romanelli 1989).

Both two-fluid theories exhibit a marked increase in the threshold for

small ratios of the electron temperature divided by the ion temperature [Figure

2]. Kinetic theory also exhibits this tendency. Ratios of h.j tn for T=0.Ö

divided by yj tnr for T=l both taken at en=l are for the collisional two-fluid

model 1.61, for the collisionless two-fluid model 1.57, and for gyro-kinetic

theory, but for k2p2=0.1 (only available case (Nilsson, Liljestroem & Weiland

1989)) 1.64.

Finally, we stress that finite-ion-Larmor radius effects, presently

omitted, are important not only nonlinearly but also for obtaining wave packets

as well as the most unstable wave in k-space. However, as is the case in the
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collisional two-fluid theory, the presently obtained marginal stability diagram

exhibits important features of the threshold for the onset of instability, such

as, e.g., a good approximation for the minimum value of T|j t_, the value of t

for which it is obtained, the sharp decline of rij tn i.or increasing small e

relevant for pellet injection physics, and the marked increase in 1^ tn for

larger en relevant for H-mode operation. Incorporation of

finite-ion-Larmor-radius effects can be straightforwardly attempted, as in the

collisional theory, by analyzing the tensorial pressure balance equations for

finite but small k£p2. However, the combined effects of heat flow and magnetic

field curvature on the gyro-viscous stress tensor within the context of the

collisionless theory presented here can not be neglected, because they are both

crucial to a proper description of the t]^ mode. Such complication warrants

their careful consideration in a future publication.
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APPENDIX A: COLLISIONLESS ENERGY BALANCE WITH MAGNETIC FIELD CURVATURE

In this Appendix the energy balance equations are obtained from kinetic

theory to lowest significant order in the expansion in w/«c ~
 lKivl''wc ^ *'

under neglect of parallel ion motion (Cs<<t*i/k.tl). Consider the second-order

velocity moment m J f(x,y,t) v v dy as advanced by the collisionless Boltzmann

equation. Through convection the third-order moment

m J f(x,v,t) w w w dw (Al)

enters. Denoting the transpose of any matrix M by M the collisionless

Boltzmann equation exactly implies

dtPtPij + Pik 3kuj jk 3kui ,(A2)

where dt • 3t + y"v", and where the pressure P a m J" f wwdw, w a y - u being the

peculiar velocity. In (A2), as always except when stated otherwise, summation

over repeated indices is implied. Using the Levi-Civita symbol, the (dominant)

right hand side may be written as wc C-Q^ P-n b^ + wc E-u^ P^i b^. To lowest

order it follows that the pressure tensor P is diagonal and, furthermore,

isotropic perpendicular to B:

P = Pj_ I + (P,, - Pi) bb , (A3)

where I is the unit dyadic, and which may be substituted on the left hand side

of (A2)?

First consider perpendicular pressure balance. Taking the contraction with

I - bb annihilates the right hand side of (A2):

<Eilm + cjlm pli bm> <5ij ' bi
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Because, by definition,

\ flkij <Sij " bi bj> '

(A2) is thereby transformed into

dtPl + 2 Pl 7*y + 7 * 9 ( i ) + \ Aiik 3k(biN) = 0, (A5)

where

Aijk " flkij + pijuk + pjk ui + pik uj ' <A6>

By virtue of symmetry of P,

Pij uk 3k<bibj> - 2 Pij ^ u k 3k bj = 0, (A7)

vanishing because to lowest order P is diagonal and b^9kb^ = 0. Because

parallel ion motion is neglected,

ui pjk 3k (bibj) = ui pjk bj3kbi = pll U'5 • ^A8^

By interchanging indices i and j it is seen that the same expression holds for

= P|| u'K . Because 114̂ 1, is symmetric in i,j it follows that

) - 2 f l j k bt a^j =4 g<">-K , (A9)

to lowest significant order in the finite Larmor radius expansion. Here
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g<") B 1 m J f wf| w . (A10)
it

Substitution of (A7-A10) into (A5-A6) yields Eq.(l).

Next consider parallel pressure balance- Because bjb m€Q m = 0> the

(dominant) rigut hand side of (A2) is also eliminated when contracted with bb.

Thereby [cf.A3]

bibjuk3kPij = u'vpll ' <A11>

and, neglecting parallel ion motion,

• <A12>

Therefore, contracting (A2) vith bb gives

d t P| | + P|| 7 ' u - 2P||U'jC + 2 7 * g < " ) - A K ' g ( l l ) = 0 , (A13)

y i e l d i n g E q . ( 2 ) .

Equations (1,2) are in agreement with results previously obtained (Chapman

& Cowling 1970) to lowest order in the ion Larmor radius when Ohmic heating and

parallel ion flow are neglected, and when the lowest-order Larmor radius

approximation is allowed tor the tryad.
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APPENDIX B: THE RELATION BETWEEN THE IRREDUCIBLE PART OF THE FOURTH-ORDER

MOMENT AND THE ION MAGNETIC FIELD CURVATURE RESONANCE

It is shown here that, when linearized around an isotropic Maxwellian, and

to lowest order in the finite ion Larmor radius parameter, the

kinetic-theoretical expression for the irreducible part of the fourth-order

velocity moment vanishes in the flute-mode approximation (k||=0) and in the

absence of the ion magnetic field curvature resonance; and is, more genially,

of the order of

The linear response of the distribution function is given by the

drift-kinetic expression

qta f l« -

where

v2

— ) , (B2)
i

, mi v 2 3T p (B3)

being the diamagnetic drift frequency associated exclusively with the

density gradient, whereas oô g and «K are the gradient-B and field curvature

drift frequencies, respectively. Presupposing Im(u>) > 0, the inverse of the

frequency is the time integral of a damped plane wave with imaginary amplitude,

i.e.,
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00

i J e i w t dt . (B4)
O

Substitution of (B4) into (Bl) yields

J v] v* 5fk dv = -1± f - I vt& - i ; M e
i w t dt| , (B5)

4 I l o J

where

M H [w - 0^(1 - -^)] Mj_ - (̂ jtii 27- M2

Here, M̂  and M£ are defined by

and

M2 m I Vl2 v" exp|i[W - k,,v,,

The integrals in Eqs.(B7,B8) can be performed to yield

tĴ  exp[iwt - \ k̂ vĵ t2 (l+2icoKt)~
1 ] [(l+2iwKt)-

1/2

exp| i [ W - k(|V|| - C ^ B ^ _ _ ^ _ ] t j FM dv (B7)
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(B9)

and

M2 = vtfi exp[iwt - i (k|,v | |)2t2(l+2i»Kt)-1] [- I +

( l+2iwK t ) 3 / 2 ( l+ iw 7 B t ) 3

3 1
4 (l+2ia>Kt)

5/2(l+icoVBt)2
 + (l +2i«t)

1 / 2 (^"VB 1) 4 J" (B10)

Putting <^ = ĉ jj = 1/2 ̂ . (tokamaks) and expanding in co^t « 1 yields

where

5
2 " " ' i 7 ~Y7 v th ' (B12)

and

^'^•f^^l^v^. ( B 1 3 )
i

Similarly one finds
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dy « | «<°> + i ^ « ( D . (B14)

Furthermore,

dv = 0}°) + ^ i efD , (B15)

where

and

(B17)

Similarly,

vfi 6fk dy = Apf0) + | 3f1} • (B18)

Finally,

"k d ^ " V if * V U " -T (1 * "i»1 if • (B19>

By virtue of Eqs.(B11-B19) the irreducible parts of the fourth-order

velocity moments 5<w|w2> and 6<vfiw2> can be evaluated. In view of Eq.(ll),

these are given by



and

- 2 1 -

5 < w lv 2>IRR = - v t n v ^ "«i •<B20)

Q ™Ili "*"*i "iTlf
5<wf> - Uvtl 5<vfi> = - -fy — —- —- vrh4.(B21)-L t n II / i ,.« /.i T. inw w

In conclusion, both irreducible parts vanish in the absence of the field

curvature (and VB) resonance, and are for small copj proportional to Y)
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APPENDIX C: THE FLUX OF PERPENDICULAR THERMAL KINETIC ENERGY

In view of Eq.(14) it suffices to obtain the perpendicular component of the

total heat flow vector g = g'-*-' + g^ ' in order to determine the contribution to

it from the part of the kinetic energy associated with random motion

perpendicular to the magnetic field, i.e., g • Taking the appropriate moment

of the kinetic equation, i.e.,

J Vj v2 Dtf , (Cl)

and introducing the peculiar velocity w = v - y, where u is the fluid velocity,

the total heat flow equation is found to be

(dt + V u ) (qj + ITJ) + dt [(Pĵ  + |P,, )uj ] + V[(g + n) Uj ] + | Pjk

p
( P 1 + t P | | ) m (~ + ^ h + I 3 k ( Q kj + up11kjp ) + wc l ( 9 + 5> x bJj + q ( E ^ ) j , ( C 2 )

where n a y'P and dt a 3t + u'7, H ^ k is defined by (Al), and Q ^ s J v^v^v

In deriving (C2) use was made of the (unapproximated) ion force balance, i.e.,

n u x B 1
| u = 3 (E + ^ -1 ) . - ± ( V P ) . , (C3)

U J m c J mn z-J

and of the ion continuity equation [Eq.(3)J, in order to eliminate that part of

the total rate of change of the kinetic energy flux that is entirely due to the

fluid velocity: ' ^^^^—^^—
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3 P
3 2dt(nu2u,)=nuz [^(E + w.uxb)— 3kPki ] + 2nuiU,.[3(E + wruxb)k - - 2 - ^ ] .(C4)

Substituting the perpendicular and parallel pressure balances [cf.Eqs.(l),(2)]

and Eqs. (A2) and (C4) into Eq.(C2) yields

1 Pii3lPli ( T1 +2 T | | )

(dt+7-u)qj+qkakuj+1ijltajuk+i 9^ - -llJLil —_3-?..= u>cgxb .(C5)

Here, Qjj s Q . j ^ + Q^") [cf .Eqs. (8,9)]. Neglecting the irreducible part of

QAj [cf.Eq.(ll)] it is found that

T,, ) Pki

p + p.. i l , (C6)
iJ 1K mnmn

yielding

i n
iT||) • -<P(I-P(I) K.(C7)

Substituting (C7) into (C5) and taking the cross product with b yields to lowest

significant order in the finite Larmor radius parameter

PI 1 pN ' Pl
_i b x 7(2T|+iT,,) + T,, bxK . (C8)
wc ~ -i- 2 " mwc " ~ -

Subtracting the contribution due to the parallel component of the random motion,

i.e., g(ll) [cf.Eq.(U)], finally yields
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Pi
= 2 — bxTT, -

where yK i s defined by Eq.(9).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: The marginal stability curve in the rii-en plane for the two-fluid

model with isotropic pressures (solid curve), the drift-kinetic model

(equidistant dashes) and the present model (non-equidistant dashes), for the

case when T=1 and k|p2 = 0. The slopes of the curves asymptotically for large

cn = 2Ln/Lg are 1-36, 1.43, and 1.25, respectively.

Figure 2: Threshold 1i > t n

according to the collisional (dots)

theories.

for fixed en=l and k
2p2=0 as a function of

and collisionless (crosses) two-fluid
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